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(57) ABSTRACT 

Individual or multiple-unit vending systems/kiosks With the 
ability to create highly customized products at the time of 
sale, With audio-visual features, handicap access and addi 
tional abilities and/or components; With multiple delivery 
abilities of tangible and/or intangible product(s); neW real 
estate opportunities and business models, including business 
opportunities and/or jobs for disadvantaged people. This 
invention provides products for humans, animals and plants, 
and takes in one or more of the following product categories, 
Without limitation: Water, beverages, foodstuffs, toys, games 
contests, greeting cards, photography/video, audio/music, 
personal care products; using converging technologies such 
as, but not limited to: telecommunications, Wireless data 
transmission, smart cards, etc. Bene?ts include, Without 
limitation: test marketing, focus groups, and neW product 
introductions using consumer interaction; education, enter 
tainment, reWards, promotions, advertising, contests, chari 
table support, etc. 
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INTERACTIVE VENDING SYSTEM(S) 
FEATURING PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATION, 

MULTIMEDIA, EDUCATION AND 
ENTERTAINMENT, WITH BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES, MODELS, AND METHODS 

[0001] The present application is a continuation of PCT/ 
US2003/032964 designating the United States and ?led on 
16 Oct. 2003 Which in turn claimed priority from US. 
Provisional Application 60/418,769 ?led Oct. 16, 2002, 
Which application is hereby included by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] 1. Field 

[0003] The present invention relates generally to vending 
machines and/or vending kiosks but more particularly to a 
vending machine system and/or a vending kiosk systems; 
Which employ multimedia features, neW product delivery 
technologies, labeling; and packaging technologies, along 
With accompanying business models, methods, and oppor 
tunities Whereby the system(s) dispense(s) products that are 
meant to Work in consort, or systems that are to Work in 
consort, regardless of the ?eld of inventing. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Field and Related Art 

[0005] The Value of Vending 

[0006] Vending machines provide numerous bene?ts to 
customers and operators alike. Vending machines typically 
provide customers With the convenience of self-service and 
tWenty-four-hour accessibility. LikeWise, oWner’s bene?t 
from the ability of vending machines, in general, to make 
automated sales of merchandise to customers, often at 
unconventional locations and times of day, Without substan 
tial labor costs. 

[0007] Background of Inventor, 
Vocabulary 

Technologies, and 

[0008] The inventor’s background is in unique beverage 
delivery system’s and may be considered foundational for 
this invention although the invention is not limited to 
beverages or even foodstuffs. Reference can be made to the 
folloWing patent documents to understand the inventor’s 
background” 

[0009] US. Pat. No. 6,248,390: FiberWater: Water 
Containing Soluble Fiber 

[0010] WO 01/62108 A1: Water containing soluble 
?ber 

[0011] WO 01/70591 A1: Infusion Packet With useful 
and decorative elements, Support member, Delivery 
System and method 

[0012] Application 10/244699 Which is a continua 
tion in part of PCT/US01/09171: Method of Hydra 
tion; Infusion Package System(s), Support Mem 
ber(s), Delivery System(s), and Method(s); With 
business Model(s) and Method(s) 

[0013] Technologies Used in This Invention 

[0014] This invention goes beyond conventional vending 
systems, especially With more than one agenda/purpose 
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Which may or may not be obvious at a glance. The invention 
includes integrated systems and employs the convergence of 
many different technologies. 

[0015] The inventor has spent considerable time studying 
the folloWing (but not limited to the folloWing) technologies, 
their place in society as Well as their acceptance by con 
sumers. Such tangible technologies include but are not 
limited to the history and background of: vending machines, 
arcade games, video/computer games, pinball machines, 
jukeboxes, the slot machine, telephones, computers, transis 
tors, sensors, multi-media entertainment, the Internet, evo 
lution of softWare (noting that softWare is getting smarter 
With processor and memory poWer exploding, and that 
softWare that thinks for itself—or at least appears to—Will 
become a reality), Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), 
Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL), Assistive 
technologies for the handicapped. 

[0016] Intangible considerations are directed toWards the 
folloWing but not limited to: the study (psychology) of the 
value of promotions, advertising, reWards, interaction, enter 
tainment, education, personaliZation, customiZation, licens 
ing, and sanitation. Additional intangible considerations are 
directed toWards concepts as demonstrated by magicians, 
the success of the circus, Las Vegas, Rube Goldberg (deliv 
ery systems), etc. 

[0017] With the convergence of more than one of the 
above neW business opportunities, models, and methods 
come forth as Well. 

[0018] Assistive Technologies (AT) 
[0019] AT comes in many shapes and siZes. The one trait 
shared by each example of AT is the poWer to enhance the 
life of a person With a disability. The Washington Assistive 
Technology Resource Center describes AT as folloWs: 

[0020] Technology for more independent, productive 
and enjoyable living—can be simple or complex. 
These technology solutions improve an individual’s 
ability to learn, compete, Work and interact With 
family and friends. 

[0021] People use assistive technology to achieve 
greater independence and to enhance the quality of 
their lives. 

[0022] Some AT come easily to mind, such as Wheelchairs 
and closed-captioned television. Others may be overlooked 
at ?rst by the general population, but are still familiar to 
many people, including Braille, sign language, and ramps. 
These inventions, although useful, have only played sup 
porting roles to the major stars in the AT revolution. 

[0023] The biggest part of this revolution noW is in the 
of?ce. From multinational corporations to family-run shops, 
disabled people are ?nding that they have an expanding 
place in the business World. As computers have assumed a 
dominant role in the of?ce environment, AT has made it 
possible for many people to compete in the Workforce. 
While many forms of AT have been of great bene?t to the 
disabled community these technologies hare becoming 
foundational for mainstream inventiveness. Ergo technolo 
gies under this category are incorporated into this invention 
to not just help those With health challenges and need 
assistance but converge With other technologies therefore 
best serving this vending invention. Therefore, any part of 
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this invention may have a neW type of handicap access 
(becoming handicap friendly) even if the user has to bring a 
connecting part needed for operation. (any user, even if not 
handicapped can bring any connecting part for access, ease 
and ef?ciency of operation). 

[0024] Some of the important areas of development rel 
evant to this inventiveness are (but not limited to) the 
following: 

[0025] Modi?ed or Alternative Computer Input and Out 
put Device 

[0026] Computer access is necessary in most neW jobs 
being created in the corporate World. By using the Braille 
system to aid and/or modify computer input and output 
devices, the blind are enjoying increased productivity and 
job satisfaction. 

[0027] Perhaps not so familiar is Hand Tapper III by Peter 
Grigson—this system makes use of a pad of push-up pins, 
Whereby resting his or her hand upon the pad of pins, the 
user is able to receive a constant stream of output from a 
computer; the computer interprets teXt on-screen and sends 
the data to the Hand Tapper III, Where every pin corresponds 
to a symbol or Word of teXt that the user feels as it is pushed 
up into the palm and ?ngers of one hand; a similar concept 
is the Braille strip that blind users can lay in front of a 
keyboard, Which produces Braille symbols one roW at a time 
While the user’s ?ngers rest on the strip. 

[0028] Voice-activated control softWare for using Graphi 
cal User Interface programs—blind computer users have 
been challenged With interpreting the symbols used on 
screen in programs such as WindoWs or the Macintosh 
Operating System; because these programs utiliZe pictures 
instead of Words to present data to the vieWer, softWare has 
been developed that can either read aloud or print out on a 
Braille translation device the teXt that accompanies each 
icon. 

[0029] Many Workers With disabilities other than blind 
ness are utiliZing computers With the aid of such tools as: 
mouthsticks or headWands—using pointers in the form of 
headWands or mouthsticks, people With restricted hand or 
arm movement can operate computers by pressing on keys 
or directing a surrogate mouse; in this manner, even quad 
riplegics are able to access computers With the same ease as 
individuals With total mobility. 

[0030] Trackballs—Trackballs are used as an alternative 
to the traditional computer mouse; the device is similar to a 
mouse that has been turned upside doWn, so that only part 
of the ball’s surface is eXposed; the user simulates the 
movement of a mouse by moving the ball in the desired 
direction and thus controlling the cursor on-screen Without 
moving the entire housing structure. Trackballs are noW 
more mainstream in fact this inventor uses a trackball 
mouse. 

[0031] Dvorak keyboards—featuring a different layout 
than the standard QWERTY keyboard (referring to the 
letters at the left side of the top roW on a traditional keyboard 
interface), the Dvorak system makes one-handed use of a 
keyboard easier; keys are arranged so that frequently-com 
bined letters are placed near each other, reducing the amount 
of hand movement that Would otherWise be required. 
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[0032] Key locks—Key locks alloW the user to push doWn 
more than one key at a time; by implementing the use of key 
locks, people using mouthsticks or headWands can perform 
multi-key functions like Alt-S or Control-P; these are simple 
tools Which attach to the keyboard and alloW the user to push 
doWn one key and hold it in place While rotating an arm of 
the key lock onto another key simultaneously. 

[0033] Eye-controlled input—This form of input tracks 
the movement of the user’s eye; keys on an on-screen 
keyboard are activated When the user’s gaZe pauses on a key 
for a speci?ed length of time, usually tWo seconds. 

[0034] On-screen keyboards—These keyboards can be 
controlled by the touch of a headWand or mouth-stick or 
through eye-controlled input. 

[0035] Sticky keys—Sticky keys Work similarly to key 
locks, but are controlled by softWare rather than a physical 
tool; programs instruct the computer to accept a single 
keystroke as the ?rst part of a multi-key instruction, and the 
computer then Waits for the second keystroke before execut 
ing any tasks. 

[0036] Auto repeat function disablers—This form of soft 
Ware Works by instructing the computer to produce only one 
letter When a key is pressed doWn, ignoring the length of 
time that the key is actually depressed; by ignoring the time 
lapse, the computer knoWs to produce a single letter “m” 
instead of a continuous stream that Would appear 
“mmmmm.” 

[0037] Speech SynthesiZers and Related Communication 
Tools for the Deaf 

[0038] Deaf people have overcome many communication 
challenges With the aid of AT. Everyday tasks such as 
knoWing When a computer has beeped and participating in 
presentations are possible With neW developments, includ 
mg: 

[0039] Messages, and visual beep indicators alloW 
deaf computer users to stay in touch With these 
occurrences. 

[0040] Electronic note-takers—electronic note-takers 
produce printouts of What is being spoken in a room, 
and deaf people are able to read the printout While 
the speaker is presenting information; these devices 
are very useful in meetings and demonstrations; 
When lip-reading may not be possible. 

[0041] Speech synthesiZers—speech synthesiZers 
like the Gus Multimedia Speech System let users 
construct Words and sentences on a computer screen 
Which are spoken out loud by the system; made 
famous through use by Stephen HaWking, speech 
synthesiZers let the user build custom dictionaries or 
Work from eXisting dictionaries of commonly-used 
Words and phrases. 

[0042] Automatic TeXt Interpretation Systems (AT) for the 
Blind 

[0043] With AT tools, the blind are able to process all of 
the information presented to sighted people, including busi 
ness reports, computeriZed documents, email, forms and ?le 
cards, and book and magaZine articles. Absolutely any 
printed teXt can noW be “read” by the blind. Aside from the 
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Braille printers and translation software tools, mentioned 
above, the following devices are also used by blind people 
accessing non-Braille texts: 

[0044] Optical Character Recognition (OCR)—OCR uses 
scanners to input books or other printed materials into a 
computer, Which can then produce either a hard copy of the 
text in Braille or a voice-synthesized copy that can be 
listened to, recorded, and played back for future reference. 

[0045] Voice-output devices—A machine “reads” text 
through Optical Character Recognition softWare, and syn 
thesiZed speech is used to present the text to a blind person; 
using this method, it is possible to quickly access the 
information stored on ?le cards and forms or in phone 
directories and hand-Written notes. 

[0046] Scienti?c and Mathematical Data Interpretation 
Systems 
[0047] Blind scientists and mathematicians have found 
that Braille is inadequate for interpreting numbers and 
symbols effectively. Several alternative systems have been 
developed to address this limitation, including: 

[0048] Nemeth Braille code—This form of Braille 
utiliZes symbols and non-traditional Braille charac 
ters for the presentation of numbers, especially in 
complex mathematics; While useful in calculus and 
differential equations, some users have found a need 
for an alternative that Will alloW blind computer 
users to print out numerical calculations Without 
requiring that the code be translated into non-Braille 
characters and symbols; this limitation led to the 
development of MNS. 

[0049] MNS by Kenneth Frasse—MNS uses text 
recognition softWare in conjunction With speech 
synthesis and printing softWare to create audible 
recordings and printouts of math data that can be 
used by sighted students or instructors to folloW 
along With the Work done by a blind person. 

[0050] GS* by John Gardner—GS8 uses eight dots 
instead of the six dots used in traditional Braille, 
alloWing more combinations of dots; this method 
eliminates the need to spell out Words such as plus 
and minus, replacing the Words With symbols created 
by incorporating the extra tWo dots into the standard 
Braille system; similarly, numbers are given their 
oWn symbols, and are no longer represented by the 
letter of the alphabet that corresponds to the number 
(1=a, 2=b, 3=c, and so on). 

[0051] Audio System for Technical Reader 
(ASTER)—ASTER uses a speech synthesiZer to 
read highly technical documents so that even dia 
grams and unusual fonts are read aloud; different 
pitches are assigned to different types of text, so that 
the beginning of a paragraph or an item appearing in 
subscript sound distinct When compared to the voice 
used to read plain text; the user is able to customiZe 
the pitch assignments, as Well as the formats in 
Which numerical equations are presented. 

[0052] Dotsplus—Dotsplus prints out charts and dia 
grams in a tactile version so that lines are felt rather 
than seen, combining Braille for textual representa 
tions With symbols for numerical or illustrative rep 
resentations. 
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[0053] Mainstream Technologies 

[0054] Cable Modems A cable modem is an electronic 
device that enables a personal computer (PC) to connect to 
a high-speed data netWork and send and receive data over 
the coaxial cable used in cable television (CATV) systems. 

[0055] For an information superhighWay With no speed 
limits, stop signs, or curbs, the cable modem could change 
the one-Way street of television into a multi-lane highWay 
With millions of on- and off-ramps, create opportunity for 
neW Ways of communicating, and focus attention on the PC 
as a source of information, entertainment, and personal 
communications. 

The History and use of Cable Telephony 

[0056] Cable television and telephone companies are tWo 
separate industries, Which secretly at ?rst, then later openly, 
coveted each other’s business. With the passing of neW, 
more liberal telecommunications rules and regulations (most 
notably the Telecommunications Act of 1996), both the 
telephone companies and CATV companies have been given 
permission to enter the other’s business. For the CATV 
industry this means transmitting tWo-Way signals in the form 
of data and voice. This type of transmission is cable tele 
phony. 
[0057] Convergence means change. Convergence is tear 
ing doWn barriers and Will therefore also construct barriers 
as it streaks and ripples through society, industry, and 
institutions of all kinds. 

[0058] One’s de?nition of convergence has its roots in the 
perception of What is converging and hoW it Will affect our 
World. Is it technology or content? Is it communication or 
information delivery? Is it a neW industry or just neW 
alliances of existing companies? Is it really convergence at 
all, or a divergence of people and ideas? 

[0059] Convergence means a World in Which people are 
not denied access to any ideas or visions that have been 
Written, photographed, painted, spoken, or performed. 

[0060] For some convergence proponents, the end product 
Will be a massive interconnection of digital technologies. 
The connection can be Wire or Wireless, voice or data, 
terrestrial or space, but the goal is to enable all technologies 
to connect With purpose, speed and accuracy. 

[0061] The technologies involved in convergence are all 
those used in the four essential functions—create, display, 
distribute, and store—that can be applied to anything com 
prised of text, visuals, or sound. The industries of conver 
gence include those that manufacture and sell products and 
services used in the creation, display, distribution, and 
storage of anything comprised of text, visuals, or sound. 

[0062] These industries include the aforementioned com 
puter, television, and telephone industries but cannot be 
limited to these giants of industry. Movie and television 
producers, data storage, radio, publishing, photography, 
consumer electronics, appliance manufacturers, home and 
commercial construction, and utilities. Libraries, hospitals, 
schools, universities, government of all levels, police and 
?re—each connects With others and the people they serve. 
They converge because of the available technologies, the 
industries that provide them, and the need for What the 
institutions offer are but a feW that Will be involved in 
convergence. 
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[0063] For many institutions, the convergence is one of 
ideas. If a consumer can access medical information from 

any or all, the information has converged, and in the process 
the institutions themselves, or at least some of their func 
tions have converged. 

[0064] Convergence means We must rede?ne our World 
and our interactions Within it, but Without the limitations and 
de?ning elements of time and distance. Centuries, even 
decades ago, decisions Were delayed months and days until 
communications could be exchanged. 

[0065] Convergence drives 
Which Will drive reactions 

[0066] Maybe your future includes a PAN (personal area 
network) to connect your personal communication devices 
via a loW-frequency netWork inside your body. Electronic 
devices on or near your body Will exchange digital infor 
mation through capacitively coupled picoamp currents. 
Shaking hands With business contacts Will transfer data to 
their PAN, including your address, phone number, and 
professional information. NoW one can transfer personal 
data to the vending system. 

[0067] Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), Which makes 
more ef?cient use of netWorks for data, phone and video. In 
almost any transmission there are blank spots, or short 
periods of time in Which no data, voice, or picture is actually 
being sent. ATM uses the blank spots in a transmission to 
send other communications. Another big plus for ATM is 
that it can sWitch streams of multimedia traf?c at mind 
boggling speeds. It is conceived that an ATM machine be 
connected to a vending machine Whereby ?nancial transac 
tions from the ATM pay for vending 

instant decision-making, 

Holography 

[0068] Holography is a technique, Which alloWs the 
recording and playback of true, three-dimensional images. 
The image is called a hologram. Unlike other 3-D “pic 
tures”, holograms provide What is called “parallax”. Parallax 
alloWs the vieWer to move back and forth, up and doWn, and 
see different perspectives—as if the object Were actually 
there. 

[0069] Holography continues to provide the most accurate 
depiction of three-dimensional images in the World. Holog 
raphy alloWs the recording and playback of true, three 
dimensional images. The image is called a hologram. Unlike 
other 3-D “pictures”, holograms provide What is called 
“parallax”. Parallax alloWs the vieWer to move back and 
forth, up and doWn, and see different perspectives—as if the 
object Were actually there. The concept of thinking in a 
spatial, rather than linear manner is at the very heart of 
holographic principles. 

CD Players and Compact Disc Player 

[0070] Found in the home, car, and even the palm of your 
hand, the compact disc player is a truly pervasive piece of 
consumer electronics equipment. The compact disc player 
alloWs anyone access to studio-quality sound nearly any 
Where. 

[0071] The laser pickup represents the actual physical 
interface betWeen the data on the compact disc media and 
the player. The pickup is typically mounted on a movable 
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sled mounted under the disc. It is comprised of the laser, a 
system of lenses, a photo-detector, and a motor, Which 
moves the sled. The actual laser is a semiconductor-type and 
emits light at a Wavelength of 780 nanometers, just Within 
the infrared spectrum. 

[0072] Information on the compact disc is represented by 
a series of lands, or ?at spots, and pits, or holes. HoWever, 
When vieWed from the bottom of the disc from Where the 
data is read, the pits are actually bumps. The difference in 
height betWeen the pits and lands is speci?ed, so a unique 
property of light can be used to obtain an electrical signal. 

Sibling Technologies 
[0073] Although the hardWare to effectively implement 
them did not exist in 1982, the designers of the compact disc 
standard exercised a great deal of foresight by alloWing for 
variations on the type of data stored on the disc. Among 
these alternative uses are acronyms such as CD-ROM, 
CD-R, CD-i, Photo CD, CD-V, CD+G/M, and game discs 
(Which are merely specialiZed CD-ROMs). Rather than 
storing audio data, all of these formats have the ability to 
store any type of digital data (CD-ROM and CD-R), still or 
motion video images (Photo CD and CD-V), and a mixed 
stream of audio, video, and other data (CD-i and CD+G/M). 
Regardless of What is stored on these discs, the fundamentals 
behind their operation are nearly identical to that of the 
audio compact disc. 

[0074] TWo other technologies in the marketplace that 
share some similarities With the compact disc include the 
video laser disc and Sony’s Mini-Disc. The laser disc stores 
its information in an analog format. While this yields the 
bene?ts of an optical reading mechanism, none of the 
bene?ts of a digital signal are realiZed. Digital Video Disc, 
recently standardiZed by Sony and Toshiba, promises to 
remedy this. It Will offer a digital storage format several 
times that of today’s compact disc, While maintaining the 
same small siZe of, as Well as backWard compatibility With, 
the compact disc. The Mini-Disc shares many similarities 
With the compact audio disc in terms of data representation. 
HoWever, the Mini-Disc has a smaller form factor, is stored 
on a self-enclosed readable/Writable magneto-optical disc, 
and utiliZes data reduction that slightly lessens its sonic 
reproduction quality. 
[0075] Compact discs have moved from an expensive 
audio alternative to an attractive storage and playback 
medium that has permeated all aspects of our cultural, 
social, and Work lives. Recent developments in storage and 
usage have af?rmed the success of the compact disc, and 
promise to push the technology even further. 

[0076] 
tem 

Identi?cation Possibilities Within the Vending Sys 

[0077] OvervieW of understanding means by Which to 
catch criminals, ?nd lost children, and/or the like can be 
done Within the vending concept of creating, purchasing, 
and receiving and are especially valuable When they inter 
connect and feed into a centraliZing area using A.F.I.S. 
(Automated Fingerprint Identi?cation System), Facial fea 
ture data bases, and HITS (Homicide Investigation and 
Tracking System) 
[0078] A.F.I.S. is a computeriZed database of ?ngerprints 
compiled from the records of national, state, and municipal 
of?ces in the United States. 
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Facial Feature Database 

[0079] Tom Parker created a database of facial features. 
Using the faces of over 300 famous public ?gures, and each 
one Was separated into such elements as nose, eyes, cheeks, 
hair, hairline, forehead, lips, ears, head shape, eyebroWs, etc. 
Police artists can use this database When rendering draWings 
of suspects. Witnesses are able to describe a person by 
faying that they have the eyes of Ronald Reagan, the cheeks 
of Steven Spielberg, the nose of Ginger Rogers, the hair of 
Prince Charles, and so on. 

[0080] Using such descriptions, composite images may be 
created by pulling those facial features from the system. 
There are several trillion possible faces that can be created 
from the database. People have an easier time describing 
people according to Well-knoWn images rather than by 
saying that the suspect has a broad forehead and deep-set 
eyes. HITS (Homicide Investigation and Tracking System) 
[0081] The Homicide Investigation and Tracking System 
(HITS) is a computeriZed form completed by investigators, 
Which alloWs them to track crimes across the United States. 
Up to 250 variables can be entered about each crime, 
including such vital statistics as the location of a crime, the 
nature of the crime, Weapon(s) used, distinguishing evidence 
left at the scene (such as the presence of unusual symbols), 
and time of day. 

[0082] The system incorporates information compiled 
from six different sources, and is one of seven databases 
devoted to a particular type of crime. While HITS is dedi 
cated to murder investigations, the other six databases track 
data on sexual assault, preliminary information (before a 
type of crime has been determined), Department of Correc 
tions (When a knoWn convict is suspected of having involve 
ment in a crime), gang-related crimes, timeline (the 
sequence of knoWn or suspected events surrounding a 
crime), and the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program 
(VICAP). 
[0083] Of these other six systems, VICAP is the one With 
Which most people are familiar. VICAP lets agents monitor 
unsolved violent crimes and look for patterns betWeen the 
crimes. Using this system, officers can identify the trade 
marks of serial killers Who may be Working over Wide 
geographic areas. The National Institute of Justice makes 
HITS, as Well as the other six databases, available to 
agencies throughout the United States. Using this technol 
ogy, officers can Work together to compare notes and solve 
crimes. 

[0084] As neW technologies continue to develop, investi 
gators Will do more crime ?ghting in the vast dimensions of 
cyberspace than ever before. Even noW, detectives have 
access to systems that rival the ?ctional tools used by 
superheroes, and the FBI is leading the pack by harnessing 
computer poWer to solve crimes in radically neW Ways. 

Desktop Publishing 
[0085] Desktop publishing (DTP): Combining text and 
graphics into documents such as books, magaZines, bro 
chures, and manuals by using a computer system, special 
softWare, and high-resolution output devices. 

Digital Cameras Digital Imaging: From Camera to 
Computer 

[0086] Most digital images form Within a blink of the 
camera’s shutter. In that fragmentary instant, an image made 
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of light is transformed into a stream of numerical data by a 
complex Web of technologies. What’s more, the image 
stored Within the camera’s memory chip Whereby the cam 
era’s data is uploaded into a computer. Here, the photogra 
pher can alter and transform the image in almost any Way 
desired. Digital Music 

[0087] Digital Music can send CD-quality music in digital 
format across the same coaxial cable Was sent in an analog 
format using an FM frequency. 

Digital Video Disk (DVD): Video Storage: 

[0088] DVD is latest advance in digital information stor 
age technology and a virtual revolution across a Wide range 
of consumer electronics applications. The advent of DVD 
has already stimulated a convergence of computer and 
entertainment technology that offers advantages to the con 
sumer including but not limited to the possibility of obtain 
ing neW uses from existing technologies and of replacing 
several appliances With a single purchase. In addition, the 
poWer and versatility facilitate applications in areas such as 
entertainment, education, and multimedia production t tech 
nologically and Will be economically feasible. 

Possibilities for Use: Convergence 

[0089] The single digital technology represented by DVD 
offers possibilities for convergence of multiple technological 
applications and for the integration of neW and existing 
technologies into integrated and ?exible systems. 

[0090] Regarding the convergence of computer and tele 
vision technology, one could, in theory, read and vieW any 
DVD title on a PC equipped With a DVD-ROM drive, so 
long as the computer Was equipped With the silicon chip and 
the expansion board necessary to decode MPEG-2 and 
Dolby Digital. While feW PCs have the audio or video 
hardWare to take advantage of MPEG-2 and Dolby Digital, 
a number of companies are supporting the idea of making 
PCs that support Dolby Digital. But to fully combine the 
functions of television entertainment and computing into a 
single system, other innovative solutions Will be required. 

[0091] Products are already appearing on the market sup 
port the computer-entertainment convergence. From the PC 
side, the convergence of audio, video and computer tech 
nology represented by the DVD Will alloW a single tech 
nology to play, record and edit huge volumes of content, as 
Well as to create a Wide range of multimedia applications. 
DVD technology also suggests the possibility of cheaper and 
more ?exible video production. DVD video also creates a 
possible demand for high-de?nition television (HDTV), the 
market status of Which remains problematic at this time, and 
Will undoubtedly facilitate the marketing of computer games 
far most sophisticated than those available at the present 
time. 

[0092] Electronic Cash, Electronic Money: Paying With 
Data Bytes An extension of banking processes such as 
automatic fund transfers and Wire transfers, electronic 
money is currency in digital form that can be transmitted 
through open computer netWorks and systems such as the 
Internet and the World Wide Web, With home computers 
being an integral part of the process. Eventually With secu 
rity reigning at the forefront of purchasing through vending. 

[0093] Consumers Will use these same systems to pur 
chase goods and services from an increasing number of 
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companies who joined the networks as they grow. Although 
there were initial concerns over the security of purchases 
made through these networks, they soon diminished as more 
and more consumers embraced the convenience and ease 

these systems presented. 

Digital Credit Cards, and Checks, Stored-Value 
Cards (Smart Cards) 

[0094] There are programs by which to transmit credit 
card information which serve as an interface between con 

sumers and merchants, using encryption programs to protect 
the details of the actual transaction. Programs such as 
Cyber-cash for merchant af?liates and Cybercast which is 
designed to protect consumers against credit card fraud by 
keeping the actual credit card number away from the com 
pany where the order is being placed can be adopted to work 
in a vending operation. 

[0095] Asimilar program developed by First Virtual Hold 
ings issues a “Virtual PIN” to customers to use in place of 
credit card information, eliminating the need for special 
software or encryption. 

[0096] For consumers who would rather pay by check, 
virtual check writing programs are also available that draw 
funds directly from real bank accounts. Like other secured 
payment programs, special check-writing software creates 
an electronic wallet on the user’s system. When ready to 
buy, consumers pay out of the wallet either by credit card or 
the program’s version of a checking account. 

Stored-Value Cards (“Smart” Cards) 

[0097] These cards contain a microchip that is prepro 
grammed with a speci?c dollar amount. To make a purchase, 
the card is swiped through a special reader, which automati 
cally deducts the amount of the purchase from the stored 
value on the card and credits the amount to the vendor’s 
account. With added information embedded in the card, the 
card can become a restrictive card and/or a card that allows 
additional bene?ts. Additional added features will include 
medical information, personal identi?cation as well. Further 
the cards may include 3D graphics capabilities which will 
allow the user to experience 3D virtual worlds in real-time 
without jerky motion or blocky objects. Smart cards etc may 
use the concept of a Dial-Up Services (Dial-up services 
require that their customers pay a monthly subscription fee 
and connect to their servers using a modem-equipped com 
puter. These services had email, reference materials, chat 
systems, and of course games) whereby the card has a 
predetermined amount of time on it in the same way as a 
subscription would be. This may work for best for part of the 
vending operation. A likely situation would be where you 
can play all the games for a month but you have to buy a 
product to enable the game play. Other wise there is a charge 
for the game as well. 

Shared Tenant Services Shared tenant services 

(STS) 
[0098] Shared Tenant Services Shared tenant services 
(STS) is an industry that bundles together a variety of 
services, such as local and long distance telephone, cable 
TV, and security and provides them to residential or office 
tenants in a building or campus. 
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[0099] As noted in this application the inventor bundles 
together a variety of service potentials (such as the afore 
said), opportunities, products, etc. but in new and novel 
ways, providing methods and opportunities for the user, 
operator, owner, any or all. 

[0100] The concept of sharing services and providing 
packages of services makes interfacing with smart cards in 
co-operation with vending opportunities most unique. 

[0101] STS began in the true entrepreneurial fashion, with 
small companies providing bundled services to buildings or 
campus-like business and residential areas. Most real estate 
and property management companies don’t want to be in the 
communications business and welcome the chance to divest 
themselves of the responsibility to provide state-of-the-art 
communication technology to tenants. Most people who live 
or work in a residential or business facility purchase services 
from a variety of companies, receiving separate bills each 
month from their service providers. 

[0102] Types of services can include; local telephone, long 
distance telephone, toll-free numbers, calling cards, cable 
TV, and of?ce or residential security. An STS provider 
consolidates all or some of the types of services into a 
customiZable package and offers it at a favorable price to a 
group of people or a facility, such as an apartment house or 
of?ce complex such services as basic telephone, cable TV, 
and security, STS providers are looking at bundling services 
for video conferencing, e-mail, data transmission, integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) lines, Internet access, and 
voice messaging. For business facilities, the STS provider 
can also incorporate copier services, temporary personnel 
services, and data and word processing—any services that 
could be used jointly by multiple tenants. In this invention 
one or more of the above can be bundled with the smart card 
thus offering premium opportunities for all involved. Once 
a vending operation is designed and equipped to handle the 
vast array of electronic services, they move closer to being 
classi?ed as an “intelligent vending system.” Ergo the name 
“Smart Vending” 

Virtual Reality 

[0103] Virtual reality systems use computers to create 
simulated environments that can be entered and interacted 
with by using special equipment such as goggles and data 
gloves. Again they can be supplied at the machine or 
personally buy the user bringing assistance and usability to 
the machine. 

[0104] This is critically important to this invention, as it is 
now possible to take the user to an environment geographi 
cally, including but not limited to the exploration of future 
worlds, experiences using virtual systems, alone and/or 
combined with smell, touch, audio, product(s) and more. 
Virtual reality (VR) is one of the hottest research and 
development areas in the computer industry today, and now 
can be incorporated into Smart Vending. 

[0105] Potential applications range from medical imaging 
and interior design to intercontinental videoconferencing 
and there are a number of ways in which virtual reality 
technology can be employed. Basically its underlying 
premise, however, is to create more intuitive ways for 
humans and computers to work together. Ergo it is a very 
signi?cant part of the vending system. 
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[0106] Just as We have heard of experience theater We are 
noW inventing experience vending, Whereby various ele 
ments Will be used to create that total illusion, such as the 
brain’s sensory channels and the body’s motor netWork. This 
again is What the inventor calls “Experience Vending.” 

[0107] Cinerama created ?lms that could employ the 
human senses of sight, sound, scent, and feel. Sensorama 
simulated all the sensory experiences of a motorcycle ride 
by combining 3-D movies, stereo sound, Wind, and aromas. 
By gripping the handlebars on a specially equipped motor 
cycle seat and Wearing a binocular-like vieWer, the “passen 
ger” could travel through scenes including California sand 
dunes and Brooklyn streets. 

[0108] The importance here is the inventors vision of a 
medium that combined multi-sensory real and/or arti?cial 
experiences is incorporated into the invention. 

[0109] Cinerama and Sensorama gave VR tWo of its most 
important theoretical and visual legacies, but arti?cial intel 
ligence research largely formed the scienti?c platform for 
VR as it exists today. 

[0110] One area of arti?cial intelligence research explored 
building better interfaces betWeen people and machines. 
Sketchpad, the program, used computer technology to create 
images from abstract ideas. Using Sketchpad and a pen-like 
device, a computer could create sophisticated images on a 
display screen resembling a television set. The system 
responded by rapidly updating the draWing so that the 
relationship betWeen the user’s action and the graphical 
display Was clear. Computer-aided design (CAD) greW out 
of this. FolloWing this Was the development of technology 
that Would alloW computer users to actually enter the World 
of computer-generated graphics. Then came the unveiling of 
the head-mounted display (HMD), Which took users inside 
a three-dimensional World by limiting visual contact to the 
displays shoWn by small computer screens mounted in 
binocular glasses. Videoplace, one of several experimental 
artistic environments, used computers to create “arti?cial 
reality,” alloWing vieWers to interact With computer-gener 
ated graphics and projected images. 

Arti?cial Reality is Adaptable to Vending Systems 
and Their Creative Appeal to DraW Consumers to 

the System. 
[0111] Researchers at NASA created pilot training system 
for manned space missions. This led to the development of 
the Virtual Interface Environment Workstation. It Was the 
?rst system that combined such standard VR elements as 
computer graphics and video imaging, 3-D sound, voice 
recognition and synthesis, and a head-mounted display. A 
data glove, based on an invention designed to play air guitar, 
completed the system. 

[0112] Most head-tracking displays resemble helmets, 
from Which vieWing devices are displayed. Instrumented 
gloves use sensors passing over joints in the user’s hand to 
measure the position of the ?ngers and hand. Special devices 
called trackers are attached to this equipment. They translate 
movements into coordinates, Which are then fed back to the 
computer so that the model of the virtual World can be 
appropriately changed. 
[0113] NoW as it is possible to enter virtual Worlds through 
a desktop computer, it is also possible to enter virtual Worlds 
from a vending system. 
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[0114] You’ll Be There (Virtually) From the Jun. 22, 1999 
issue of PC Magazine: 

[0115] NeW technology Will let anyone, anyWhere, par 
ticipate in conversations, take part in classes, engage in 
discussions, see live video, and more. Some of this exists 
today-in chat rooms and With limited video conferencing-but 
better virtual reality softWare, digital characters, and faster 
bandWidth may make virtual conferences much more like 
the real thing. For example, you’ll be able to have chats With 
virtual characters that look like your real-life teachers and 
classmates. This Will have a major impact on everything 
including being incorporated into vending operations. 

You May Wear Your Computer (Or It May Wear 
You) 

[0116] Instead of pulling out a computer every time you 
need one, Why not just Wear one? Perhaps a device you Wear 
like a hat, or it may be eyeglasses that can display a 
transparent image. Connect this With a GPS system and it 
can tell you Where you are. Connect it With the right database 
and it might shoW you prices at the nearest market. Take this 
to the vending operation for expanded opportunities. 

[0117] PorraZZo Advanced Membrane Technology (AMT) 
“It is hard to imagine that something that looks like “Saran 
Wrap” can be turned into a speaker, let alone a microphone 
or an antenna”. 

[0118] A neW foundational telecommunications technol 
ogy—a full digital capable transducer. This Advanced Mem 
brane Technology is a thin ?lm that can be a Wireless 
antenna, microphone, a loudspeaker and sensor, simulta 
neously. 

[0119] Using the PorraZZo Technologies Will open up the 
World of neW innovative vending machines/opportunities, 
With their integrating systems and inter communicating 
abilities With other compatible systems. The PorraZZo 
Advanced Membrane technology US. Pat. Nos. 5,450,670; 
5,377,359. 

[0120] A principal technology involves creation, ampli? 
cation and transmission of electromagnetic Waves, espe 
cially radio frequency Waves, described as membrane ?lm 
transducers. A primary, practical application of the technol 
ogy enables the penetration of RF Waves in urban environ 
ments, non-line of sight situations, and even coupled to the 
earth plane. Intelligent, e.g. computer/softWare control and 
steering of the membrane and simultaneous transmission 
and/or reception at different frequencies is contemplated and 
has been shoWn feasible. 

[0121] This technology Will alloW the transmission of 
energy Waves through sound and light sources, resulting in 
the development and production of information systems and 
communications products. Applications of the technology 
involve assimilation, transmission and reception of infor 
mation relative to sound, light and other carrier Waves. 

[0122] The PorraZZo Membrane has the capability of 
direct digital interface With computer systems, netWork 
applications including the Internet, ?ight and transportation 
systems, phased array systems, Wireless communications, 
multimedia, medical electronics, as Well as countless other 
commercial, military, and consumer applications. 
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[0123] For game play and vending machine interfacing 
using the PorraZZo System(s) (especially here the combina 
tion of sensor and speaker) Which allows the user to generate 
on screen movement using, as an example, the movement of 
your hands to move objects on the screen While simulta 
neously from the same surface hear sounds. 

Robotics 

[0124] Robotics are advancing at such an amaZing pace, 
and While today most robots are at Work in large companies, 
doing everything from sorting and delivering mail to helping 
to manufacture products from cars to laptops. Soon they Will 
begin to come home as Well. With the understanding that one 
day you’ll have a simple robot to help With everyday 
tasks-perhaps one that Will take out the garbage When it’s 
cold outside it is easily seen hoW important a role robotics 
Will play in the vending system in multiple Ways. 

Computing Is Distributed 

[0125] TomorroW’s computing Will be distributed, With 
lots of computers of all kinds Working together to share 
information, perform amaZing calculations, and track all 
kinds of data. 

Faster Memory and I/O 

[0126] There’s a trend toWard larger caches in today’s 
chips. In addition to large caches, an incredibly important 
objective, is to get as much fast memory as close to the 
processor as possible and to reduce latencies to I/O devices. 
We’ll also see a trend toWard System on a Chip (SOC) 
designs, Which incorporate cache, memory control, I/O 
control functions, and even embedded DRAM in some 
cases. Mainstream notebooks (using external RAM), hand 
held PCs, palm PCs, set-top boxes, and other information 
appliances are candidates for such devices. Another cat 
egory, called chip multiprocessors (CMPs), Will include 
multiple processor cores on a single chip. Set-top boxes, 
video games, and digital TVs are probable candidates. This 
inventor sees hoW CMPs Will be able to be used in this 
invention by offering more ?exibility of hardWare, then 
softWare potential. 

[0127] It is hopeful that We Will have available multiple 
intelligent agents simultaneously acquiring and processing 
data from external sources, and systems that understand 
natural language. There are numerous scenarios this inven 
tor could envision that Would bene?t this invention in total 
and or in part from multiple processors Working simulta 
neously. 
[0128] Further investigations of the folloWing are to be 
considered as part of the evolutionary process to get to the 
present invention: vending machine(s) system and or the 
vending/kiosk system. The use of the folloWing, but not 
limited to the folloWing, technologies are also to be consid 
ered as foundational and useful to the present invention: 
vending machine(s) system and or the vending/kiosk system 

[0129] 1. Magic 

[0130] 2. Sensors 

[0131] 3. Illusions 

[0132] 4. 3-D 
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[0133] 5. Billboards 

[0134] 6. Advertising mediums 

[0135] 7. Point of Purchase (POP) 

[0136] 8. Toys 

[0137] 9. Electronics 

[0138] 10. Arti?cial Intelligence 

[0139] 11. Neon 

[0140] 12. Radiant barrier technology (mainly that of 
NASA) and other technologies as all related to transfer 
of hot and cold/electricity. 

The Circus Example: 

[0141] The circus revolves around promotions and pro 
motion is one of the key elements in this vending composite 
. . . the Way in Which each part is so carefully crafted as to 

not just interface but to promote the entity as a Whole. The 
parts are important, but the summary of the totality of the 
parts can purport an even greater synergy. 

[0142] Bamum believed in the line. “We ought to have a 
big shoW,” the public expected and appreciated. But for 
everyone at THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH®, the 
real beginning is that moment When the lights go doWn and 
the shoW is just about to start. Anticipation! Expectation! 1. 
Just as a circus has multiple rings Where the action is so it 
is possible in this invention. Certainly a circus is a grand 
theme that has existed for about a century. It is invented and 
conceived that the action, perhaps even the center ring, be 
the product production attraction . . . mixing, matching etc. 
of the product and the rest of the rings be a part of the action, 
but to a lesser degree and/or just for entertainment sake. 
SideshoWs can even be the side panels of the unit and also 
be integrated into the theme Whether they vend or not. 

[0143] a. Aroma of a circus, audio direct and/or via 
headphones etc. all are to be considered part of the 
invention. 

[0144] b. Regardless of the product vended the labeling 
and branding can match that of the machine. In this 
instance the Circus. All theme concepts, by originality, 
and/or by licensing are possible. If a beverage is made 
then the perhaps the dispensing container etc. Will be 
theme related Las Vegas Example. 

[0145] Understanding the glamour of a Las Vegas envi 
ronment Which can translate to neW and novel vending 
machine systems in Ways that are non obvious to those 
skilled in the art. 

[0146] Casinos continue their evolution toWard high-tech 
Wagering With every applicable breakthrough in modem 
technology and it is conceivable that vending Will folloW the 
same path. 

[0147] Gambling, Wagering and/or the like are considered 
illegal to those beloW the age of 21 in the United States. To 
that the inventor is respectful. 

[0148] Las Vegas With computeriZed slot machines With 
poker, keno, blackjack, bingo and crap games We also have 
license television shoW games such as Wheel of Fortune etc. 
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[0149] As an example only this concept Will also serve to 
familiarize users, patrons With resorts, (Las Vegas in this 
example) Whereby a geographical location can be promoted, 
entertainment provided, and even various types of school 
lessons can be learned (math, geography, information about 
cultures {Where appropriate}) While also receiving a vended 
product(s) simultaneously, and/or independently With the 
aforesaid be they related to locally labeled and/or produced 
merchandise or expanded. 

[0150] Video Games Video Games of all types are to be 
considered in totality and/or in separate and/or multiple 
components to be part of this invention With and or Without 
legaliZed Wagering. 

[0151] There are many machines of skill and chance to 
provide both challenge and entertainment for the player. 
Video arcades are full of mechanical devices such as pinball 
machines, basketball free throW shooting machines, and 
punching machines as Well as a myriad of electronic game 
machines such as video games. 

[0152] Arcade game players enjoy games in Which their 
skills are determinative of their success and in Which they 
have control over the operation of the game. A game in 
Which the operations of the mechanisms are clearly predict 
able and readily discernable is attractive to the arcade game 
player providing a challenge to the player’s skills such as 
hand-to-eye coordination and manual dexterity. 

[0153] Therefore, and proven, has been the concept of a 
reWard/priZe in relation to a vending machine and specially 
When a game is involved it is desirable to have priZe 
dispensing machine Which provides the player accommoda 
tion Whether he has Won or lost. 

[0154] Us. Pat. No. 4,976,440 to Faith titled: Arcade-type 
priZe dispensing machine . . . teaches that a game or priZe 

dispensing apparatus and method Which transfers priZes or 
objects from a loWer position in the machine to an upper 
position of the machine, releasing the priZes and alloWing 
them to freefall. The player attempts to strike or grab the 
falling priZe by actuating a mechanism at the appropriate 
time. A successfully struck or grabbed priZe may then be 
dispensed. 

Vending Machines to Enhance Skills While 
Delivering Product 

[0155] Arcade game players enjoy games in Which their 
skills are determinative of their success and in Which they 
have control over the operation of the game. A game in 
Which the operations of the mechanisms are clearly predict 
able, and readily discemable is attractive to the arcade game 
player providing a challenge to the player’s skills such as 
hand-to-eye coordination and manual dexterity. To encour 
age play and vend it is considered by this inventor that it 
might be desirable to have priZe dispensing machine aspect 
attached to the concept regardless on location. 

Taking Video Games to Talking Vending Machine 

[0156] While in many instances talking is not preferential 
it may serve further serves many important functions as 
Well. Language translators Within electronics Which alloWs 
one to give commands in any language that is programmed 
into the machine. 
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[0157] US. Pat. No. 5,393,073 to Best teaches a Taking 
video game. The invention claims that it is an electronic 
system for simulating voice conversations betWeen ani 
mated video characters and the system. 

[0158] For children to talk to their favorite characters, 
learning better speech patterns and even hearing Words in 
foreign languages can entertain While educate. Besides chil 
dren react to characters and often times Will listen better to 
their suggestions than a parents. Mickey Mouse asks me to 
drink this as an example. 

[0159] Talking vending machines, especially With interac 
tive voice dialogue capabilities can both entertain and edu 
cate, aside from their use for assistive necessities. 

[0160] US. Pat. No. 5,292,125 to Hochstein, et al. titled 
Apparatus and method for electronically connecting 
remotely located video games teaches that it is possible to 
integrate the co-ordination of a computer game from more 
than one location. 

[0161] 1. As applicable to the present invention it is noW 
possible that the vending machine With interactive 
gaming possibilities Will not just be able to serve the 
just said but the game Will be able to be played against 
the home company Which fabricated the game, still 
retains oWnership, has licensed to another entity, or 
sold or another entity. 

[0162] 2. This give much feed back not just to the 
linking of product With a game With characters, indicia, 
but moral concepts that that the company may Wish to 
reach the consumer far cheaper, on a more one to one 

basis than advertising. 

[0163] 3. Further a reWard for Winning the game may be 
given to the consumer in the form of a free product 
from the machine, redemption via regular post or 
e-mail etc. This is a Way for product companies to do 
good for you products With the association of all the 
aforesaid bene?ts. Many of our fast food companies 
Mac Donald’s as one does many cross promotions With 
Disney as an example. The Nabisco Company® oWns 
part of a video game company. 

[0164] 4. The game can be changed on the spot With 
neW cartridges installed or via neW direct port to 
recipient technologies, Which may be controlled from a 
home base. The game can have different skill levels by 
Which to determine the sophistication of the consumer/ 
player. 

[0165] 5. It is possible for the consumer to purchase by 
any means sets of plays With products included for each 
play of a series of multiple plays. NoW We start to 
reWard especially kids in a sound manner for creating 
good for you products With entertainment and edutain 
ment. 

[0166] US. Pat. No. 4,053,740 to Rosenthal titled: Video 
game system teaches that a self-contained operator respon 
sive video game system capable of generating a virtually 
unlimited number of games. 

[0167] 1. With the foregoing and other limitations 
and draWbacks of the prior art in mind, one object of 
the present invention is to provide a completely 
self-contained video simulator Which combines a 
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special purpose digital computer and a display sys 
tem into a single unit dedicated to the purpose of 
providing operator interactive graphic simulations. 
The object here is to provide a programmable video 
simulator, Which is capable of being programmed 
and reprogrammed to provide virtually an unlimited 
variety of games and other simulations each having 
its oWn operational rules and degree of required skill 
and dif?culty. 

[0168] 2. Another object is to provide a program 
mable video simulator Wherein a substantial number 
of circuit elements serve multiple functions. 

[0169] 3. A further intentions is to provide a vieWer 
With an interactive simulator system that generates a 
high resolution visual display of controlled objects 
Wherein the system is simple to manufacture, operate 
and maintain and uses far feWer components and is 
thus far less expensive to manufacture than other 
units capable of equally sophisticated performance. 

Rube Goldberg (RG) Concepts: 

[0170] Rube Goldberg shoWed through his inventions 
dif?cult Ways to achieve easy results. While most machines 
Work to make difficult tasks simple, his inventions made 
simple tasks amaZingly complex. DoZens of arms, Wheels, 
gears, handles, cups, and rods Were put in motion by balls, 
canary cages, pails, boots, bathtubs, paddles, and even live 
animals for simple tasks like squeezing an orange for juice 
or closing a WindoW in case it should start to rain before one 
gets home. 

[0171] Rube’s inventions are a unique commentary on 
life’s complexities. They provide a humorous diversion into 
the absurd that lampoons the Wonders of technology. Rube’s 
hilarious send-ups of man’s ingenuity strike a deep and 
lasting chord With today’s audience through caught in a 
high-tech revolution are still seeking simplicity. 

[0172] Whether it be licensing of RG inventions or other 
inventions With the same qualities there is a folloWing and 
certainly visually externally and/or internally Will be a mode 
of operation for vending. 

Inventor’s Vocabulary: 

[0173] 4. Vending system to the inventor is to include a 
neW and novel system Within the machine as Well as serial 
machines and/or to include the term kiosks Working inde 
pendently but related, multiple units consort, Where you can 
approach the system and enter the system thereby and move 
to one or more places Within the system, either in a linear, 
square, and/or a circular fashion, and exit through one or 
more ports. (The feeling of a surrounding environment) 

[0174] a. Product may be tangible and/or intangible 
and range from Water: to beverage, to food (anything 
consumed by mouth and/or enteral feeding), to per 
sonal health and beauty care and products, to acces 
sories, to toys, to information, entertainment, infor 
mation, education, gambling, contests, and/or the 
like. 

[0175] b. The system may be indoors, outdoors, or a 
combination of both, meaning that part of the 
machine may be usable from the outdoors While a 
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portion may remain indoors. Just as an example 
Would be Where a system in built into an exterior 
Wall. 

[0176] c. It is only necessary for one part to vend a 
product, Which is delivered on site and/or designed 
for later delivery (regardless of means of delivery, 
the other portions can have one or more functions. 

[0177] i. One might ?nd this, as an example but not 
limited to the just said, Where the vending system 
is built into the Wall of a building much as are 
some of the ATM machines. 

[0178] ii. The system may be accessed from either 
one or both sides in relation to carrying out a 
single function. This covers all ranges including 
but not limited to all the selections being made 
from one side and product is received from the 
same side and/or the opposite side. Each side can 
present entirely differently With any or all of the 
single and/or combined parts of the machine but 
that they are tied together in some fashion and one 
“plays” off of the other. 

[0179] iii. The system may exist in the aisles of a 
grocery store so long as a buyer of a product 
cannot leave the store Without payment. 

[0180] (1) Especially critical With custom prod 
ucts 

[0181] (2) It is possible for there to exist in a 
store Whereby individual products can be 
vended and products selected from the shelves 
and paid for at one port of payment. 

[0182] (a) It is invented Whereby you can 
enter a venue that sells many products but 
payment is With one single transaction. 

[0183] (b) It is invented here the terminology, 
motivational buying With the goal being that 
the more you buy the greater the reWards. 
Basically Whereby that by one method of 
payment discounts are taken for the incre 
mental amounts of monies spent, and/or 
reWarding is effectuated by any means. 

[0184] Motivational buying is hereby 
invented to expand to the ability to enter a 
store With many departments and/or even a 
shopping center Whereby your participation 
and/or you purchases total to one tab. 

[0185] d. There is no limitation on products, 
nor product categories as to the methodology 
of dispensing, be it from one machine or 
more. 

[0186] e. There is no limitation as to siZe, 
shape, complexity, and/or any other limiting 
restriction. 

[0187] f. It is here also covered here that a 
home version can exist and be ?led by, as 
example the parents. This can be fun for 
recreational rooms parties. 

[0188] 5. Support Member is de?ned as anything, regard 
less of material, siZe shape, color, amount of parts and/or 
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components, manually operated and/or poWer sourced, 
color, and or the like that brings forth one or more of the 
following: information, enjoyment, entertainment, edutain 
ment, motivation to use the product, increases product 
chances of success, supports the use of the product (func 
tionality), services advertising and/or promotional poten 
tials, reWard potential, serves to expose more products to 
more people, serves to sell more products to more people 
and/or the like. 

[0189] 6. Smart Card for Smart Vending or Smart Expe 
rience Vending as de?ned by this inventor is a card, regard 
less of material etc. that has more than one function so that 
When it is presented to a system the system reacts in one or 
more fashions. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0190] The folloWing description is provided to enable any 
person skilled in the art to make and use the invention and 
sets forth the best modes contemplated by the inventor of 
carrying out his invention. Various modi?cations, hoWever, 
Will remain readily apparent to those skilled in the art, since 
the general principles of the present invention have been 
de?ned herein speci?cally to provide improved methods for 
use With vending systems. 

[0191] Presented herein is a vending system comprising 
one or more machines in one or more locations, using one 
or more technologies, Which can communicate With each 
other and can transmit information concerning the vending 
system’s activities to one or more parties, such as the 
system’s oWners, participating vendors and/or sponsor and 
the like. This vending system alloWs a consumer to create a 
customiZed product, one unit at a time or in multiples, Which 
incorporates features or components chosen or created by 
the consumer. Product categories may include food and 
beverages, clothing and accessories, social expression cards, 
music delivery systems, and the like. 

[0192] While one vending system is neW and novel, the 
inventor also Wishes to emphasiZe the expansive possibili 
ties of interrelated systems. 

[0193] An analogy might be that While one department in 
a department store may be unique, many unique departments 
are united in various Ways in a speci?c area, regardless of 
siZe, placement or con?guration, either indoors, outdoors or 
both. 

[0194] Because these vending systems are modular, they 
can be moved, changed, expanded, etc. 

[0195] Because many options Within a system are digitally 
controlled, they can be changed by one or more operators 
from on-premise or off-premise locations. Therefore, con 
ceived herein is a consortium of vending systems transmit 
ting and/or receiving data to each other, locally, nationally or 
internationally, from one or more central locations. 

[0196] This invention combines and/or encourages par 
ticipation, active, passive, and/or interactive, to contribute 
an added, and/or perceived value experience for, the user(s) 
as Well as the oWners and/or operators, While offering the 
ability to buy and/or create a custom product for purchase, 
(tangible and/or intangible) regardless if delivery is imme 
diate and on site, or later delivered to a real and/or cyber 
space point of receivership. 
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[0197] NeW equipment alloWs for neW business. This 
vending system focuses on the ability to customiZe products 
(more individualization) and for business the ability to 
introduce and sell more neW products, broader range of the 
ability to test market neW products, and also provide a 
broader distribution channel. One can easily go national 
Within a vending system far easier than one can go through 
supermarkets etc. With the need of inventories and slotting 
fees, and co-operation advertising. Field of the invention 

[0198] This invention provides for one or more of the 
folloWing: multimedia features, neW product delivery tech 
nologies, labeling, and packaging technologies, along With 
accompanying business models, methods, and opportunities 
Whereby the system(s) dispense(s) products that are meant to 
Work in consort, or systems that are to Work in consort, 
regardless of the ?eld of inventing. 

[0199] This invention, vending system, presents a neW and 
novel Way of, What the inventor calls, vending convergence 
With ancillary opportunities. (Convergence as de?ned in the 
dictionary means to meet at a point) The underlying sum 
mary here is to present totally neW and novel Ways of 
presenting product(s) components, multiple abilities to 
develop neW product(s), enrich existing product(s) in an 
informative, creative, entertaining educating environment. 

[0200] As vending operations do not require much hiring 
of personnel therefore affording more individualiZation at a 
loWer cost While deviating from the one siZe ?ts all It 
affords, for an example, an individual and/or an entity to 
custom build a proprietary product etc. to be used as a 
prototype/resume, to accompany a resume presentation in 
the context of “here is What I can do”, a contest entry, and/or 
any of the like. 

[0201] This system Will provide neW and novel product(s) 
Which arise from a neW and novel opportunities, distribution 
of product(s) , business methods, models, and opportunities 
as related to product(s), information (disseminated and col 
lected), advertising, promotions and cross-promotions, 
entertainment, edutainment (educating), communication, 
identi?cation and quali?cation modalities, and/or the like. 
The vending machine system Will include novel packaging 
unit designs, and/or already designed packaging unit designs 
but delivered, and/or used, in neW and novel Ways. Addi 
tionally having, independently or in consort, multiple capa 
bilities employing multiple technologies Which may fall into 
one or more of the categories of active, reactive, interactive; 
Whereby multiple components of converging technical capa 
bilities, regardless of modality, manually operated and/or in 
combination With one or more poWer sources, one or more 

poWer sources; even Wireless, in part and/or in Whole 
providing for and/or for the delivery of product(s), promo 
tions, advertising, entertainment, education, entertainment, 
and/or the like. 

[0202] For the most part, vending machines do not offer a 
complete range of possibilities in a systematic changeable 
and/or interchangeable system, context, and environment, 
delivering real product(s) intangibles or both While in?u 
encing users in a positive motivational fashion. 

[0203] We have a society Where, because of mainly 
advances in electronics consumers are use to so many 

choices, the ability to combine technologies to have the 
competitive edge, ergo for personal care and also for prof 
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itability. We also know that We are a convenience-based 
society whereby ease of use, multi-functional opportunities 
and convenience as a time saver is critical in doing business 
today. In an age of advancing technologies Where a multi 
plicity of functions can happen from a small hand held unit 
We look at these giant machines and knoW they can do far 
more. 

[0204] The opportunity for a single individual as a con 
sumer or an oWner is enormous opportunities. (even a child 

or a health challenge/disabled person), multiple individuals, 
as Well as the smallest organiZation to Fortune 100 Com 
panies WorldWide; to initiate all that is present in this 
invention. 

[0205] This invention is geared to provide more equal 
opportunities and provide more poWer and control to the 
individual as there are no huge ?nancial barriers, ethnic 
prejudices, While providing for more customiZation, satis 
fying more needs goals and desires. f We look at just 
nutritive additives to Water, beverages of foods We can see 
this. An example Would be Where you go to buy orange juice 
and you can have orange juice With one or more of the 

folloWing additives, calcium, vitamins, minerals, and ?ber. 
Not only is the consumer confused by this fractionaliZation, 
it is very dif?cult for supermarkets and the like supermarket 
such venues to carry so may choices. Shelf space is at a 
premium and eye level space is at an even greater premium. 

[0206] In this invention neW products and/or product 
options have a greater chance of success and they are not 
buried Within the system. Further more information about 
each product is provided 0 a display or a print out. 

[0207] For the inventor the understanding of the beverage 
business is important With the cost of bring a Ready To 
Drink Product to market Where shipping alone is eight 
pounds a gallon. This is not even including being bottling 
plant dependent. Additionally stores do not have shelf space 
especially for cold space. So to add an enormous range of 
products in restricted environments such as movie theaters, 
on airplanes, on trains, on a ship, food courts, fast food, 
convenience venues, school and hospital cafeterias and/or 
the like is virtually impossible 

[0208] In recent years single stores or chain operations 
have opened to sell coffee With all kinds of various additives 
and creative bents. The most knoWn chain is Starbucks® 
Which in addition to all their coffee options has expanded to 
tea options, There are noW chains of juice and smoothie 
stores carrying fresh juices, blended juices, and smoothies 
With the potential of adding additional health related addi 
tives, such as; minerals, vitamins, energy enhancers, protein, 
soy, ?ber, and/or the like at the cost of about $.50 per shot. 
The result is that the consumer noW has a customiZed 
product, by their design, to address their needs and/or 
desires. 

[0209] If one looks closely one Will notice that the coffee 
etc. houses are not appropriate for children and/or even 
teen-agers for the obvious. The juice establishments are 
really not for children either, if for no other reason than the 
density and intensity of the product offerings, and/or the siZe 
of the portions served if one Was not to Waste. 

[0210] On the positive side these coffee and juice/ 
smoothie operations have been able to also address a space 
restraint problem as more diverse products (combinations) 
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can be produced in far less space as compared to the 
stocking of RTD drinks. The inventor has just described very 
successful operations in the drink/liquid category Which 
illustrates the consumer Wants variety and is Willing to pay 
for variety, and has exampled the tremendous business 
booming around customiZation. 

On Customization 

[0211] Consumers Want to customiZe products and/or 
information in the same Way as they personaliZe their 
computers. The inventor here calls this the “consumer in 
charge generation” This consumer in charge element pro 
vides, besides personal control, a competitive edge, a deeper 
motivational reason to use the machine, ergo a sound 
business advantage over competitors. 

[0212] Customization, While most desired and even 
needed has not been available, mainstream, and if so With a 
very high price ticket and only affordable by those of means. 

[0213] As related to the just mentioned coffee/tea and 
juice/smoothie establishments one has to patroniZe them and 
that means that the aforesaid establishments have to have an 
investment in real estate and at only certain Well populated 
locations Sometimes parking costs alone are equal to, or 
even more than, the hefty price that the product(s) the 
consumer buys in one of these venues. 

[0214] This system alloWs, not just customiZation and/or 
the ability to address target speci?c desires, needs, health 
challenges and/or the like but to provide the just said in more 
locations for a loWer cost With more options. 

[0215] A main goal of this invention is to provide easy 
access to customiZation, at a reduced cost of custom of 
product, dedicated to the mass-market consumer, While at 
the same time be pro?table for the manufacturer; 

[0216] With the discovery and introduction of many more 
healthy ingredients to the marketplace it is knoWn that these 
ingredients need to ?nd a home Within a ?nished product. 

[0217] This inventor looks at these machines as mini 
personaliZing factories playing to customiZation and also 
With the opportunity of affording positive motivation to 
double reinforce health, safety, and satisfy the customer. 

[0218] With a smart card, Which has or has not and 
?nancial transaction abilities personal information can be 
imbedded that Will alloW “extras” and/or restrict/prohibit 
certain activity. It is a serious goal of this inventor that this 
invention, vending system, accentuate the positive and, if 
and When possible, provide reWard(s)/compensation for 
those Who make healthy and/or healthier choices. 

[0219] Translating Abilities 

[0220] With the World, and especially the United States, 
being populated With so many from foreign lands Who are 
living or traveling here (non-English-speaking), along With 
the hearing challenged (deaf), having information made 
available from these systems in audible English is not user 
friendly to this population. This invention is expanded to 
include the shoWing of movies (?lm), television, therefore 
broadcasting of all audio visual mediums is also to be 
considered an “add-on” item to the vending system. 

[0221] The invention is further expanded to visual lan 
guage Without audio, and covers any territory Whereby 
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technology allows, through glasses, or using electronics, the 
opportunity to read indicia, mainly text language, in one or 
more languages and/or images not visible to the naked eye, 
such as a sign, a hang tag on a garment, and/or the like. 

[0222] It is therefore an object of this invention that there 
be special consideration for the aforesaid using embedded 
text, and/or simultaneously broadcasting readable text in one 
or more languages at the same time Which is not visible to 
the naked eye. 

[0223] For illustrative purposes, referenced here is the use 
of 3-D glasses, Which transform an image from What is seen 
With the “naked eye,” adding dimension. 

[0224] In an audio-visual production for the deaf, this 
invention presents Whereby Wearing glasses permits text in 
one or more languages (and perhaps some images Which 
might have meaning to those Who speak one language that 
Would be better expressed With different images for those 
Who speak a different language) to be visible so that they can 
read What others can hear. This Would alloW a deaf person 
to go to the vending system and participate just as a non 
hearing impaired individual Would be able to do. 

[0225] In the movie format, a deaf person can sit next to 
a person With normal hearing so they can equally enjoy the 
?lm. The hearing individual Will hear the Words and the deaf 
individual Would be able to read the Words, closed-caption 
ing, symbols etc. through the glasses. They can enjoy the 
same production With the only differentiating factor being 
that the deaf Would Wear glasses. 

[0226] The above also applies to anyone Who does not 
speak the language of the audio portion of a presentation. It 
is conceivable that, as an example, 5 people all speaking 
different native languages attend the same production and by 
Wearing the glasses they each can have their language of 
choice be made available on an individual basis. This plays 
into the overall theme of these systems, Which is customi 
Zation. 

[0227] Printed text, on such things as hang tags or adver 
tising, could be printed in such a Way that multiple lan 
guages are embedded in the printing and only one is visible 
at a time, and the glasses adjusted in such a Way that the 
glasses screen out all but the text in the desired language. It 
is also conceived that items such as the above Which are 
currently printed using paper and ink might in the future 
comprise programmable displays With Which the glasses 
could interact to select the appropriate language. 

[0228] From the production side this Will alloW more 
features to be seen by more people at the same time as one 
travels the globe or does not knoW another language espe 
cially of the country they live in. 

[0229] For educational purposes this invention serves as a 
tool for learning another language. If another language is 
being learned the student has the option of hearing the 
language desired, and images, along With reading the cor 
responding verbiage in a language they understand. 

[0230] A possible means, but not limited to this method 
ology, Would involve the use of one or more electronic 
devices (computing), and if this invention is for movie/ 
television Watching, then it is conceived that the visual 
portion Would be projected and the subtitling Would be 
handled by the computers. The glasses Would denote the 
language(s). 
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[0231] Programmable glasses may be made available for 
one or more languages/purposes etc. by a venue for free or 

for a charge. Aproprietary programming format may be used 
so that, for example, glasses usable in one movie theater 
chain Will not Work in another. Another option is that an 
individual have his/hers oWn glasses and if needed have 
their personal prescription built in. 

[0232] Another object of the invention is to converge the 
technologies of music, With or Without visuals (still images 
and/or video), along With the principle of advertising, pro 
motions and cross-promotions into a ?nished product With 
or Without the vending of an actual product. 

An Example Would be PepsiCo’s Contract With 
Britney Spears. 

[0233] This also provides additional job opportunities 
even for the disabled as that health-challenged individual 
might only have the responsibility of stocking the unburned 
non-scribed cards, CD’s, DVD’s and/or the like. 

[0234] In addition to normally considered real estate 
appropriate locations this opportunity Will open up (as do 
other parts of this invention) target speci?c and appropriate 
locations. According to this example placement such as a 
music store (chain, co/partnering like Blockbusters® ToWer 
Records) is very appropriate. 

[0235] It also serves to bring in customers Who hopefully 
Will shop and purchase more merchandise. 

The Model: 

[0236] 1a. An existing album is produced With a pre 
recorded song/jingle advertising the company’s product 
(Pepsi) and When the album is purchases Pepsi can offer a 
free drink. 

[0237] lb. When the drink is purchased compensation 
may be adjusted to reduced cost for the purchase of the 
album. 

[0238] 2. It is conceived that a customer be able to take an 
album Which only contains the prerecorded advertisement 
and then from a selection of Britney’s material customiZe an 
album. (The above drink combination of beverage With 
purchase interfacing may or may not be a part of this 

version.) 
[0239] 3. The pre-recorded be a message and not a song or 
a jingle. 

[0240] 4. One or more of the folloWing be used and/or 
used in combination on the album one or more times 

according to the discretion of the oWning company. 

[0241] 5. Any of the folloWing or more than one combi 
nation of the folloWing message, jingle or song be repeated 
one or more times, sequentially or at intervals, Whereby any 
artist can have material selected by the customer and or 
pre-exist on an album. 

[0242] A message may be a charity information, etc. This 
obviates compensation for the product With or Without the 
delivery of a vended product from the same or different 
company (cross promotion). Any other recording artists 
Whose Work is available in this machine (through this 
venue). 
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Way to Promote NeW Talent 

[0243] Customer can add oWn recording to the composi 
tion. FolloWs same as rest of this description as far as 
duplicating etc. 

[0244] System can provide added photo opportunity. This 
presents a co-venture and can include even more additional 

relationship activity such as the venue. If in a chain speci?c 
venue, if a photo addition then With a photo company such 
as Kodak® company, the recording company for Which 
Brittany is contracted under, the computer company Whose 
programs and hard drive and softWare are used, and/or the 
like. If a photo potential then there can be the restocking of 
appropriate materials needed etc. 

[0245] If a recording artist Want to knoW What songs are 
the most popular for the production of an album then this is 
a test market business opportunity While making money at 
the same time. This inventor has repeatedly, through many 
of her inventions used test marketing to pay for itself in, part 
in Whole, and even for a pro?t through broad channels of 
distribution. 

[0246] It is an advertising amortiZation opportunity for 
PepsiCo in this instance in many Ways, one being that the 
cost of paying for her representation comes back through 
selling her image singing etc. Also by bringing in other 
sponsoring companies they can be charged proportionally as 
one Would be in acting as a landlord to participate. It is 
con?rmed here that While this is directed toWards a disabled 
intent it is not limited to. In fact it is a perfect opportunity 
to give an average person a chance at being a business 
operator. 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

[0247] To avoid unnecessary duplication of many of the 
same options provided by this invention, the inventor notes 
that any machine/system may incorporate applicable fea 
tures interchangeably With any other invention (machine/ 
system) contained herein. 

[0248] It is an object of the invention to provide a personal 
medical and/or data card With selective/restrictive purchas 
ing abilities: 

[0249] a. Provides for a personal medical data card (item) 
that can be read by the machine by any means. 

[0250] i. Restricts and/or prohibits the vending of speci?c 
items and/or additives for health reasons (example: diabet 
ics, allergies, contraindications to medications etc.) 

[0251] ii. If the product(s) vended meets the requirements 
for any credits/reimbursement (insurance, etc.) it Will be 
automatically deducted from the cost of the product, and/or 
provide a method to issue documentation so that the user can 
use it appropriately. (examples: print out a receipt, transfer 
data electronically etc.) 

[0252] iii. The card can also have any payment ability. 

[0253] It is an object of the invention to provide a point of 
location for emergency and/or medical assistance (911, ?re, 
police etc.). 
[0254] a. Provides for one or tWo Way communication 
(send a signal/automatic connecting With open channels to 
an emergency operator). The data on the card can be 
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retrieved by the attending Emergency Agency/Aid, regard 
less of form, and/or forWarded to a medical facility. 

[0255] b. If the machine is stocked With emergency medi 
cal aids such as insulin etc. there may be emergency func 
tions, Which Will permit dispensing (obviates the need for 
close monitoring and controlled rules). 

[0256] c. In addition to general uniform emergency con 
tact abilities, the card may have the ability to contact any 
entity for Which it is programmed (especially valuable for 
children, seniors, and the health challenged). 

[0257] d. In addition and/or in place of restrictions, 
reWards for healthy selections may also be programmed into 
the card. 

[0258] i. While the user (such as a child) could be pro 
hibited from buying certain products, due to any restrictions, 
they may also be reWarded for a healthy selection, positive 
reinforcement. (the reWard might be the ability to play a 
game for free) 

[0259] ii. Seniors too, may have restricted cards as gov 
erned by their doctor and/or health care practitioner. 

[0260] iii. Restrictive cards especially those that are health 
challenged, and/or language challenged, and/or those With 
speci?c needs and/or those on medications are most needed. 
(product labeling has importance but also might be very 
challenging and/or not provide enough necessary informa 
tion) 
[0261] It is an object of the invention to use personal, body 
part, recognition for activating system and/or verifying 
identities. 

[0262] a. Far surpassing codes cards and/or the like(Which 
can be stolen or passed around) other means of identi?cation 
might be used such as ?ngerprint matching and/or eye 
recognition. 
[0263] b. Fingerprint recognition (every print that touches 
the machine may be recorded) Will alloW the potential of 
?nding lost children or catching criminals by tracing them 
through the vending system so that lost children, criminals, 
etc. can be traced through this vending system. 

[0264] c. Same premise With eye recognition. (recorded 
When in front of the machine making a choice) 

[0265] d. As in a very large amusement park a child can 
have a card for that park Which alloWs that child privileges 
to use the vending and access areas and rides. (child tracker 
such as at a place like a Disneyland®) but also to train a 
child that if lost he/she can go to the system to be identi?ed 
and Whereabouts discovered. 

[0266] e. Value in locating criminals and/or track their 
usages as criminals are on the run might be more apt to using 
vending machines rather than go into an establishment 
Whereby they might be recogniZed. 

[0267] It is an object of the invention to create a vending 
system comprising one or more machines in one or more 

locations, using one or more technologies, Which can com 
municate With each other and can transmit information 
concerning the vending system’s activities to one or more 
parties, such as the system’s oWners, participating vendors 
and/or sponsor and the like. This vending system alloWs a 
consumer to create a customiZed product, one unit at a time 
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or in multiples, Which incorporates features or components 
chosen or created by the consumer. Product categories may 
include food and beverages, clothing and accessories, social 
expression cards, music delivery systems, and the like. 
EXAMPLES (partially described here or fully described 
here): 
[0268] a. Cooking, as an example, Whereby to purchase all 
the needed ingredients spices etc. for a one person meal 
might be very expensive and/or then much may go to Waste. 

[0269] b. JeWelry, such as a charm bracelet Whereby you 
can select the bracelet and buy one charm at a time (in craft 
stores you have to buy sometimes a bag of several When you 
only need one). 

[0270] c. Entry in more than one form of identi?cation 
and/or a combination of identifying means may be required. 

[0271] d. Provides the customer has the ability to observe 
as Well as listen to the production process by having the 
ability to Watch the process occur on a video screen and/or 
hear information through an audio system. Also the ability 
to Watch through a clear panel most likely glass or a 
composite of clarity. 

[0272] e. A greeting card, also called sometimes a social 
expression card, vending system combined With personal 
photo machine, and/or the addition of sound into this greet 
ing system With advertising, promotional, and/or reWard 
opportunities. Further With the ability to make one or more 
customiZed units on and/or off site. 

[0273] i. With consideration to US. Pat. No. 5,056,029 to 
Thomas G. Cannon, (Onkor Ltd. (Loveland Colo.), titled; 
System for printing social expression cards in response to 
electronically transmitted orders. The Cannon patent dis 
closes a method Wherein a customer is queried to elicit 
responses, in the form of occasion parameters, each of Which 
relates to the customer’s intended purpose. This invention 
provides an efficient means for storing many different types 
of social expression cards and for retrieving and displaying 
those card designs Which match a customer’s criteria. 

[0274] ii. Just as Websites have banners that advertise it is 
possible for these cards to also include a huge potential for 
advertising, promotions, reWards, and/or the like to be part 
of this neW invention. Companies are alWays looking to 
advertise (reach consumers) in neW and novel Ways. While 
sometimes brand placement is various obvious it is also 
conceived that it not be as obvious (as direct in your face) 

[0275] iii. Greeting cards as a vehicle for incorporating 
advertisements, etc. With any type of indicia (Examples 
Would be if there is a replica of a rendering a child children 
are eating this is a place for product branding and/or product 
placement Without compromising the visual of the card or 
compromising the integrity of the product. 

[0276] iv. Other examples Would be a subliminal logo 
imbedded or the like (CBS loWer right corner their logo on 
their TV channel) Also for cross advertising With a compat 
ible joint venture company (Disney and McDonald’s as an 
example) 

[0277] v. If a company has their brand tied into a person 
ality of recognition etc. they both can be incorporated into 
the card. (Naturally royalties Will be commensurate id used.) 
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[0278] vi. The customer may have her/his picture taken 
and that picture be incorporated into the product With or 
Without indicia, advertising etc. potential. 

[0279] f. One can bring any art and/or picture to the 
machine to be scanned into the system to be incorporated in 
Whole and/or in part into the ?nished product. 

[0280] g. There can be a combination of scanned art as 
Well as real photography 

[0281] h. A single unit may be produced (perhaps consid 
ered a master) Which can be duplicated by the entity oWning 
the equipment, or by any contractual agreement, on site or 
at another location 

[0282] i. Good use of this Would be in holiday cards 
Whereby the item produced can act as a master to be 
duplicated by any means for the purpose of duplicating in 
quantity. (Please note objectives of photo opportunities) 

[0283] ii. System can relay information to an off site 
reproduction facility for immediate or future duplication 
(royalties if called for Will remain in place for duplications). 

[0284] It is an object of the invention to personaliZe the 
photo opportunity. 

[0285] a. Any graphic technology is considered to apply, 
including but not limited to 3 D, rotational abilities and 
angle shootings, shadoWing, silhouetting, etc. and these 
images may be directly used on any surface and/or be 
transferable to an object by having the backing and/or any 
other ability to attach, by the requirements of the process. 

[0286] b. Printing can be in relief, for artistic purposes or 
for such purposes as marketing to the blind (Which may or 
may not incorporate Braille). 

[0287] c. PersonaliZed information introduced by the 
buyer can be duplicated so that for each use the personaliZed 
information there is an additional charge opportunity. This is 
very applicable for the visual as Well as the audio market. 

[0288] d. The personaliZed information introduced by the 
buyer can be so introduced by interfacing the machine/ 
system With a compatible storage medium or device, such as 
a disk, personal digital assistant or the like, With or Without 
additional charge. 

[0289] e. By incorporating other technologies into its base 
product, a company can expand its product line. As an 
example, to add sound to greeting cards, Hallmark® can 
contract With audio companies for sounds, or other media 
companies for other material, or it can expand into audio or 
other media businesses as the oWning entity. 

[0290] i. Making a totally neW composition card (calendar, 
diary, etc.) or any object that is based on a Hallmark property 
or a joint business effort can be made from a stand alone 
machine and/or is part of a larger system, regardless Where 
it is placed, for cross promotions and/or to amortiZe costs. 

[0291] (1) This card (etc.) can printed-out on the spot, or 
sent remotely, as a single card, and/or serve as a sample for 
mass production to one or more facilities on a per need per 

project basis. 

[0292] (2) If the item is not generated immediately it can 
be produced and sent to the user-decided location(s). 
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[0293] ii. One can use an existing Hallmark format or a 
totally personal production, or a combination; then if desired 
the material can be altered by the user Within the limitations 
of intellectual properties and/or permission-giving devices 
(payment or other quali?cations etc.). This card (designed 
unit) can serve as a sample for mass production and/or sent 
to the company as a proposed product for their use. 

[0294] f. This also serves a business model Whereby a 
company such as Hallmark can use this opportunity to get 
their oWn and/or shared mini-satellite venues With their oWn 
brand and/or share the opportunity With a compatible entity 

. . ergo their name gets out in more public aWare venues. 

[0295] g. Additionally, Hallmark may have a stable of 
personalities Whose images are in the machine and/or avail 
able via the Internet. 

[0296] iii. An individual’s photo may be incorporated in 
the product With the personalities, therefore generating mul 
tiple business opportunities. Stars can get royalties on a 
contractual basis directly and/or have them totally or par 
tially deferred to another entity, like a charitable organiZa 
tion. 

[0297] (1) In some instances the “star” might also be a 
recording artist for Which the user may decide to use on or 
more than one option. There might be the need for compen 
sation to the agent and or the recording company, movie 
studio, etc. 

[0298] h. Enhancement properties, such as aromas or 
customiZed audio, can be added to the photo experience, 
either immediately per the capabilities of the system, or as 
a special order, in Which instance the company may choose 
to send a sample for approval before the order is ?lled. 

[0299] It is an object of the invention to have a photo 
machine/photo booth, With or Without sound capabilities that 
may, or may not, add audio to the ?nished product regardless 
of the technology, and Which Work in consort, tandem, 
simultaneously, at random, or any single or combination of 
the just mentioned, With the vending machine(s), With or 
Without any other part of the invention also being included. 

[0300] Photography and the photo machines are a part of 
our culture. The black and White photo picture-taking 
machines, Whereby the user Would get a strip of four 
pictures, Was the beginning of a neW Wave of photo 
machines. Certainly bringing in color and variable siZes in 
the photos, and then With the addition of interchangeable 
back drops, to frame the user With an additional image, 
Which the consumer can control/select, are public domain. 

[0301] One or more companies can have the backdrop 
related to their corporate image, their spokesperson(s), and/ 
or the like, available in the photo machine and thereby 
incorporated into the resulting images generated. The ?nal 
product created may be realiZed on any medium Which can 
either be stocked Within the system (such as labels, iron-on 
transfers, etc.), or ordered for delivery to the buyer later 
(such as coffee mugs or any large quantity of a printable 
item). An example is the situation of a photo label for a 
canned soft drink. 

[0302] (The photo chosen is dispensed exactly to the shape 
of Whatever item the user chooses—in this example, a can 
of soda. NoW the user puts his/her picture (or the pet too) on 
a can of soda. If used With the company signature, say 
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PepsiCo, then there Will be PepsiCo advertising. The cans 
can become collector items; therefore they Will save the 
trashing and “garbaging” the planet. PET bottles especially 
are cause a big problem and many dollars to clean the 
environment. 

[0303] Further, if this drink is dispensed cold, the label 
may be backed With a foam and/or an appropriate material 
(for the same price and/or an additional price) of a cold 
retention/or a heat retention material. The drink Will ulti 
mately stay cooler and or hotter longer With the protection, 
Which is a part of the inventiveness of the label. 

[0304] Pricing is up to the company Whereby a picture can 
be so much, additional for text, additional for sound . . . 

builds a consumer product With extras (like buying a car and 
adding on the additional features). Even given for free or any 
other type of business arrangement apropos to the circum 
stances and out come. 

[0305] The image can also, for the same price, additional 
price, etc. be constructed so that it can be transferred to any 
item such as a tee shirt, a coffee mug etc. The buyer Will need 
to specify transfer product so that the printing can be 
appropriate (siZe graded), etc. Because the same image is to 
be used on a variety of items, the cost of creating the image 
is amortiZed over the cost of all the items generated. 

[0306] Depending on the transferring capability of the 
machine/system and/or the availability of desired compo 
nents, the image may need to be electronically sent to a 
factory, Where the product is made and then delivered or 
picked up by the customer later. The user may have a choice 
of more than one image, text, sound, Which can be selected 
from a display. The customer is able to see the picture on the 
item and authoriZe approval, thus giving the consumer a 
more realistic vieW of the to-be-completed Work. 

[0307] The consumer may receive “on the spot” a printout 
of the image created and/or a picture of the ?nal product 
Which includes the image created, With the product be 
received later on, by delivery or consumer pickup. This 
alloWs the customer to go home With the picture immedi 
ately While Waiting for the product. This printout may be 
included in the purchase or offered for an extra charge. 

[0308] Sponsoring corporations using these products as an 
advertising medium may absorb part of the cost of the 
product. Thus, if a consumer elects to use one or more 

corporate image on his or her item, the cost of the item to the 
consumer may be loWered or, theoretically, even free. 

[0309] The resulting image Will put the consumer-selected 
image in the same frame as a company’s image, thus 
creating a bond in the consumer’s mind betWeen the con 
sumer-selected image and the corporate image. This result 
ing image can be sent to the company electronically, or by 
any means, for the purpose of being used commercially 
under guidelines accepted by both parties. Thus, the 
machine can be a Way for the company’s promoters to 
discover neW talent. 

[0310] One or more companies can have text relative to 
their corporate image, their spokesperson(s), and/or the like, 
available in the photo machine, and/or offer the user/buyer 
the option of creating his/her oWn messages. Additionally, 
text can be a replacement for a design, and/or added to the 
backdrop design along With the photo picture (the user’s 
choice). 
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[0311] There can be choices of text messages and/or the 
user can make up an original teXt message. If the user makes 
up the teXt message then it can be stored in the computer so 
that the company can see the messages that have been 
created, With or Without the originator’s contact information. 
This can provide a company With original talent for Which 
they Would normally pay ad agencies serious dollars to 
create. Further, they can compensate the originator if the 
message is used. 

[0312] By offering a selection of corporate-generated mes 
sages, the company can test-market those messages, alone 
and/or With the photo selected. This is so valuable to a 
company in relation to picking a slogan, a message, a log 
line and/or the like serves as a test market. A company may 
offer a product for free or for a reduced price if the user 
completes a customer survey, With the option of identifying 
himself. Thus, the company creates a database of valuable 
marketing information. 

[0313] There can be different fonts, different siZes of fonts, 
different colors, bolded, italics, and the like, Which are 
created by the machine under the user’s choice and design. 
While a consumer is engaged in designing his or her 
customiZed product, a company may offer the opportunity 
for the consumer to purchase another product, such as a 
beverage or snack. In eXchange for marketing information 
being collected during the process and by virtue of the 
consumer’s choices, this secondary purchase may be offered 
either for free or for a reduced price. The secondary product 
may be delivered by the same machine or by another 
machine in the system. 

[0314] The inventive system creates feedback for test 
marketing, for eXample, of neW products, neW concepts, neW 
designs, product introduction into a neW market and the like. 
This is possible because: 

[0315] i. the vending machines/system can provide 
feedback to the vendor company; 

[0316] ii. the location of the machines/system can be 
readily changed; 

[0317] iii. the vending machines/system can be 
recon?gured easily and quickly so that a product can 
be sold more easily than in a traditional venue; and 

[0318] iv. an immediate reWard can be offered to the 
consumer in eXchange for his/her participation in the 
test, such as a free or reduced cost product upon 
completion of a product selection and/or survey. 

[0319] For eXample, in advertisement background, com 
pany can test Which movie star or Super-hero is preferred, by 
having several different ones in the machine for the buyer to 
choose. This is a tool of value for the company Who does not 
knoW Whether to spend money on a costly license or the 
hiring of a super star and/or spokes person. Also important 
for ethnic preferences. 

[0320] The inventive system alloWs the user to make one 
or more personaliZed postage stamps from any appropriate 
venue. While it is knoWn to locally print postage, the art 
does not provide the ability to produce personaliZed and 
customiZed of?cial postage. 

[0321] Vending personaliZed postage stamps With the 
image of the individual on the stamp from a Post Office 
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location and/or by a company endorsed by and Working With 
the Post Office of any country. The price for this produce 
Would naturally include a premium beyond the price of the 
postage, and Will serve to enhance the revenues for the Post 
Office (of any country) and/or the printing company desig 
nated by the Post Office to oWn and/or operate the machines. 

[0322] The Post Office can set one or more features of the 
resulting stamps as an authentication means, such as 
approved paper, ink, perforation pattern or the like. The 
personaliZed stamps can sold in any quantity and in any 
denomination or combination of denominations. 

[0323] Method of operation may vary using the technolo 
gies by those skilled in the art. Guidelines and/or similar are 
provided here. From a home computer one can send a 
picture to a company for reproduction on a medium With the 
appropriate authentications means, and payment as 
requested by the modalities accepted. Then the stamps are 
sent to the buyer. 

[0324] Additionally one can pre-buy the materials needed 
for authentication, and print the stamps on home computers, 
of?ce, etc. HoWever, one can go into a vending picture booth 
and order the same, by taking a picture on the spot, or 
bringing a picture to the booth and feeding the image to the 
machine and the image is printed out the medium With the 
appropriate authentication means. 

[0325] The backdrop of a company for product identi? 
cation may be used and the stamps may even be discounted 
as a trade-off fro advertising. Certain star personalities may 
lend their image into the photo stamp process, for royalties, 
charity or the like. From any appropriate venue, stamps for 
use in another country can also be generated, by any means, 
assuming availability of the medium With the appropriate 
authentication means. 

[0326] Certainly this Will create business for the Post 
Office, as there Will be individuals Who Will continue and/or 
go back to mailing letters to use the stamps. While it may be 
a gimmick it is very valuable to the Postal System in 
increasing revenues. One can even make postage, Which is 
related/appropriate to another countries monetary system. 

[0327] Another use of the vending system is to make 
personaliZed currency from any appropriate venue. Just as 
this is invented for the postal system, it may also apply to 
money. One can pre-buy the paper or other medium con 
taining authentication means from the bank and/or any 
appropriate institution in person or as in mail order. 

[0328] The government gets the money purchase, then the 
user can print Whatever is desired on the authenticating 
medium, so long as the denomination is clear, accurate, and 
appropriate to all governing laWs. This can be incorporated 
into objects Which are not currency but have a monetary 
value, such as chips in a Las Vegas casino. 

[0329] This Would alloW the printing of foreign currency 
as Well, so in anticipation of travel one could print out 
money in advance. This can be generated from a oWner/user 
port and/or a public machine. 

[0330] The inventive vending system can also be used for 
the making of a sponsored personaliZed media collection 
product containing a consumer’s selections, as With a juke 
boX, from digitally stored music, entertainment, educational 
programming, still images (including picture, graphics, teXt, 
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and/or the like individually and or combined in any fashion), 
audio only, and/or a combination of any of the above, and 
also containing advertising from one or more sponsoring 
entities, either at a single point or interspersed throughout 
the medium. 

[0331] In “background of the invention” many technolo 
gies are referenced. This example is based on the original 
concept of a jukebox, Whereby many musical selections are 
stored and a customer can, for compensation, make selec 
tions. This invention makes background use of this principle 
only. We are very aWare that the World is going toWards 
customiZation, and that many problems have existed, and do 
exist, With the illegal infringements of copyrights and intel 
lectual properties and/or the like. An example of this is in the 
music, television, entertainment, and/or information busi 
ness Whereby from any of the broadcasting of the just 
mentioned an individual can duplicate Without re-numera 
tion for the oWning entity. One of the problems, aside from 
the illegality of the just said, is that With duplication tech 
nology, often the quality is not professional. Another is the 
time it may take to make say a personaliZed cassette Where 
you have to start and stop many albums, or Wait for them to 
be played publicly, etc. to create your personaliZed product. 
This invention solves all that and more. 

[0332] a. The collection can be delivered to the 
consumer in one or more copies. 

[0333] b. The collection can be made and delivered 
instantly, or sent to the consumer later. 

[0334] c. This is a neW business opportunity and 
model and method Whereby an artist, recording, 
and/or the like gets paid royalties per selection. 

[0335] d. This is a neW business opportunity and 
model and method Whereby an artist, recording, 
and/or the like can be featured (promoted, adver 
tised) in any fashion. As an example, there can be a 
reduced cost to the consumer for the product if the 
consumer picks a selection from a neW category of 
artists in a special section. 

[0336] e. The recording company can use this method 
before they sign a neW artist(s) to their entity. 

[0337] f. This is a neW business opportunity and 
model and method Whereby it is a test marking 
opportunity for a neW artist(s) to test their material. 

[0338] g. This is a neW business opportunity and 
model and method Whereby it is a test marking 
opportunity for an already popular artist(s) to test 
neW material. 

[0339] h. This is a neW business opportunity and 
model and method Whereby it is possible to create a 
machine speci?cally for the featuring of unsigned 
talent. 

[0340] i. This is a neW business opportunity and 
model and method Whereby the machines/system 
can serve as a miniature talent agency Whereby the 
public decides if they Want to buy, Who they Want to 
buy, Which of their selection they Want to buy, if 
more that one selection is by an artist(s) is presented. 

[0341] j. It is conceived that the user/buyer makes a 
choice and then it is transmitted to that individual’s 
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Web site, e-mail and/or the like so that it is retained 
in that venue, as Well as being delivered to a physical 
address. 

[0342] k. This must be handled carefully as there are 
artists right and the best modality Would be for a one 
time use. 

[0343] For multiple uses a duplication charge may be in 
order. There is not an immediate duplication charge then the 
company is contacted and they send the amount of dupli 
cations requested With the correct charging. There might be 
a sliding scale for larger increments of purchase and/or the 
like. 

[0344] The inventive system provides an expanded fran 
chising opportunity that provides all the opportunities that a 
big companies have to an individual person. The franchise, 
comprising the vending system, can be moved to another 
location. The system can be cost sensitive and more modules 
(machines) can be added if successful. If it is not successful 
in one location it may be transported to another location. 
Further it can exist Within the con?nes of a trailer and be 
moved With very little commitment. 

[0345] The vending system, because of its unique features, 
provides unique opportunities for franchisors. 

[0346] 

[0347] 

[0348] 
[0349] One franchisor’s system can communicate 

With another franchisor’s system for mutual gain. 

Product diversity 

Expansion 

Customizable, by module, by products 

[0350] Not only does the buyer have the opportunity 
to buy one item but by the ability to duplicate this is 
added business for the oWner of the franchise. 

[0351] Vending in general is not labor intensive, may 
be open 24 hours a day and function even on the days 
the sun doesn’t shine, thus reducing the number of 
employees. 

[0352] Products can be interchanged Within one 
machine (sodas can go to snacks). This alloWs the 
proprietor ?exibility in merchandise. 

[0353] Many franchises can use one duplicating 
facility as a sound economic business model. 

[0354] The machine con?guration can be changed or 
even moved to another location if production is not 
up to par. 

[0355] Such an opportunity can attract a greater audi 
ence as Well as provide more changeability and 
mobility. 

[0356] Provides opportunities for neW product intro 
duction as Well as consumer visibility as compared to 
going into a store With slotting fees and so many 
units necessary to ?ll the shelf. 

[0357] Opens up opportunities for neW and more 
distributors. 

[0358] Promotes entrepreneurship: As more fran 
chises open, more distribution opportunities, product 
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display opportunities, and more jobs are created. 
More people are able to have their oWn unique 
business. 

[0359] Can start out very small With one system; as it 
becomes pro?table, more modules can be added. 

[0360] Units can be set up in other countries. 

[0361] 15. The inventive system is ideal for sample 
making or prototyping. Many countries encourage inven 
tiveness, especially the United States. HoWever, many 
designers are hampered in their ability to design products 
because they do not have the funds to set up a situation that 
is cost-effective for sample-making and/or production in 
What Will at ?rst most likely be limited quantities. 

[0362] The inventive machine(s) may make one or more 
samples, easily alloWing for the change in the composition 
of the product, may offer a copy of the speci?cations (in 
printed or digital form) of the sample product, its compo 
nents, pattern and con?guration, retain the speci?cations of 
the product in the machine for duplication, transmit the 
speci?cations to any entity, date- and time-stamp the con 
ception of the product, produce one or more samples or even 
short runs, alloW for the product to be duplicated in larger 
runs by a manufacturing entity, order quantities to use 
personally or distribute as promotions, sell and/or any com 
bination to test consumer compliance and/or acceptability. 

[0363] These machines may or may not be tied into a 
central data informational bank, regardless of Where they are 
in the World, so that When a product speci?cation is 
recorded, “?rst use” or “?rst disclosure” is established for 
the inventor. The system can identify (1) suppliers for 
materials and components and (2) production facility 
options. Using the vending system, suppliers and manufac 
turers can be contacted immediately and bids submitted for 
even small production runs. 

[0364] Then, if the product is successful, it can be intro 
duced into the consumer marketplace through any channel. 

[0365] The inventive vending system can be one machine, 
multiple machines, and/or What is commonly knoWn as 
kiosks (Whether they be ones that you approach and/or enter 
as an entertainment venue) Which may be attached to 
another obj ect(s) and/or stand alone, Whereby there may also 
be one or more ports of entry, for one or more persons to 
form a surround-around vending system, and/or elongated 
system, and/or any footprint and/or any siZe of amount of 
components dispensing, in Whole or in part, vended items 
from the same category and/or separate categories, be they 
related or not, With all user interfaces having a consistent 
format for ease of use. 

[0366] The vended product may originate (be made) from 
a home computer and/or an electronic device. The ?nal 
product may be tangible or intangible and delivered in any 
means be it immediate and/or in the future. Just as in any 
duplication, there is a cost per unit and if the invention is 
distributed to more than one recipient the cost Will increase 
proportionately. To reduce the possibility of illegal copying 
measures can be used Whereby tracking many options are 
available. 

[0367] The system dispenses items that are put together, 
combined, and/or the like, inside the machine and delivered 
immediately and/or sent to the consumer at a later date, 
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directly, and/or for the consumer to “pick up” at a designated 
time and place. The system may also dispense one or more 
parts of a total product, to be put together at the time of 
vending, and/or to be taken to another location for future 
assembly. 

Example Beverage/Food: 

[0368] The machine may offer recipes and/or What Would 
be considered formulations from Which the buyer may 
choose the exact duplication and/or make personal alter 
ations. Just as We have smoothie shops that give you a 
selection of potential combinations then additional “boost 
ers” at an individual price. Thus, one can buy Water/ 
beverage With different additives, separately, and as many as 
the buyer Wants in unit doses in relation to the siZe container. 
Examples include decorative pins, patches; appliques, jeW 
els, etc. to be put on clothing. Examples include packets of 
colored beads/stones/pearls, links/string, hooking/closure 
device, etc) etc. to make jeWelry (shoWn earlier). 

[0369] The systems novelty potential includes, but is not 
limited to, displaying ?nished products that may light up so 
the machine attracts consumers, could display examples of 
?nished products, sketched designs and/or real patterns 
(transferable or not) and/or photographs (product only and/ 
or on real people, animals, both. The vending system alloWs 
for said product to be duplicated in individual units or by 
formulation and desire by an individual and/or company for 
personal and/or commercial use in larger quantities. 

[0370] By hitting a “duplicate” key, the exact item just 
previously vended Will be duplicated one or more times, in 
single- or multi-unit containers as desired: If, for example, 
the product is a hot meal to be consumed immediately, this 
is possible While the others (the duplications) can be pack 
aged to go regardless of temperature requested. The vending 
system may Work Whereby one portion of a product, regard 
less of the category, is dispensed from one machine and 
other portions from one or more additional machines. 

[0371] For example, one can create an entire food product 
and/or meal this Way by building on, With or Without 
customiZation: e.g., salad (With choice of dressings from one 
machine); noodles/potatoes (choice of toppings from one 
machine); the main course, e.g. steak/chicken/?sh (With 
choice of sauce/toppings or no sauce at all from another 
machine); dessert (e.g. Whipped cream hot fudge/caramel, 
nuts, fruits, from another machine) etc. 

[0372] The inventive system takes into consideration that 
compensation must be factored into the machine before any 
vending takes place. The system can display a sub-total of 
pending purchase(s), to alloW the user to revise his/her 
selection before ?nal purchase. 

[0373] The system can accept coupons to alloW for dis 
counting. 

[0374] The product is advantageously produced internally 
for sanitation reasons. This invention avoids the pitfalls of 
exposing product to airborne or human contact pathogens. 

[0375] The system can retain information pertaining to the 
custom selections made by the customer so that the product 
created can be duplicated in Whatever the unit portions are 
desired. 


































